Bee-flection Hive
Observation Hive

- Optional to paint or stain outside of hive only
- Remove bottom and top part of hive from carton

- In the bottom, remove frames

- Insert wax in the frames by sliding the wax into the top of the frame

- Insert support pin into each side of the end bar, to support the wax.
• Install 5 Frames in the bottom

• Remove the feeder lid by unlatching top. Pull out frame and insert wax and support pins

• Reattach feeder lid
• In the wall that the Observation hive is being set up on, put a hole for a 1 inch tube

• Once the hole is inserted tube into the Observation hive. Plug the opposite end up with anything such as newspaper or paper towels
• Mix sugar water and put in jar. Use the feeder cap that is provided to close jar

To Install Bees
• Mist the bees in the cage with a spray bottle. All the bees need is a light misting to calm them down.
• Break 4 corners of the mason board on the cage of the bees with a hive tool, while holding your hand on the top of the cage.
• Holding the lid down with your thumbs, pick up the bees package, tap the package on the ground to cause the bees to fall to the bottom
• Remove lid and remove queen cage and feeder can. Place mason lid back on cage
• Set the feeder can on top of the package just to hold the lid down.
• Remove cork from candy end of queen cage
• Remove three frames from the bottom of the Observation hive
• Tap bees again down in their cage
• Remove lid
• Turn cage upside down and shake the bees into the Observation hive
• Install 2 of the three frames. Put the queen cage between 2 top bars (screen side up)
• Latch the top part on the take to the sight of installation. Put the tube through the wall. Leave the end stopped up.
• Once through wall go outside and unstop the end of the tube
• In 3 days go back in and check queen to see if she was released and add the fifth frame